
Customers often prefer to do all their 

business in one place and the convenience 

offered by checkout services and kiosks 

would make the store with the best on 

offer a firm favourite.

What is happening in the UK?
According to www.researchandmarkets.

com, the UK supermarket services industry 

is currently going through a period of 

unprecedented change. Falling food prices 

and the price competition generated 

by discount stores such as Aldi and Lidl 

is changing the whole dynamics of the 

market. Just a few years ago the growth of 

supermarket giants seemed unstoppable, 

but now the major chains are finding it 

difficult to maintain sales, profits and 

market share.

Against this background, the services 

offered by the major chains have 

performed relatively well and the income 

generated by these services between 

is estimated to have outperformed the 

supermarket sector as a whole. The 

non-core services provided by leading 

supermarkets include banking and 

financial services, restaurant and catering 

services, telecommunication services, 

travel bookings, account payments and 

healthcare services, such as pharmacies, 

optical services and dental services.

The changing dynamics of UK 

supermarkets is reflected in new store 

openings and closures. For instance, at 

the start of 2015, Tesco announced that 

it was to close 43 stores across its UK 

business and cancelled plans to open a 

further 49 stores. Meanwhile, Sainsbury’s 

has cancelled plans to open 40 new stores, 

while in September 2015, Morrisons 

announced that it would close 11 of its 

stores as part of cost-cutting measures. 

ASDA has similarly announced that it 

is scrapping its investment in click-and-

collect sites and slowing down its London 

expansion in a bid to rejuvenate its existing 

stores. However, in contrast to this activity, 

the discounters Lidl and Aldi both plan to 

significantly expand their store networks 

over the next five years.

Some of the non-core services that the 

supermarket majors moved into during the 

boom days are now being closed down or 

sold off, in part to help pay off the high 

levels of debt incurred when the chains 

were pursuing ambitious expansion plans. 

Tesco, for example, has sold its broadband 

business and pay-per-view movie service. 

Similarly, Sainsbury’s has also already sold 

off its chain of in-store pharmacies, while 

ASDA is selling off some off its non-core 

businesses in order to focus on its core 

grocery market.

The Cooperative Group, which has 
reported severe financial problems, has 
also sold off its chain of almost 800 
pharmacies. Over the next five years, the 
number of non-core services offered by 
the supermarket majors is expected to be 
affected by the wider changes affecting 
the supermarkets industry overall. Falls in 
the numbers of shoppers visiting the major 
supermarkets, for example, could well 
depress demand for some of the services 
offered by the chains and the selling off 
or closure of other non-core businesses 
will similarly reduce the range of services 
available to customers. As a result of these 
factors, the value of supermarket services 
is expected to demonstrate modest growth 
up to 2020.

What is happening  
in South Africa?
In South Africa all the major supermarket 
groups offer a wide range of checkout 
services. 

Checkers and Shoprite offers money 
transfers, insurance, a payment option for 
municipal accounts, prepaid electricity, 
cellphone airtime, account payments, 
bookings through Computicket, bus and 
airline tickets, national lottery tickets, 
money transfers and cash withdrawals.

In 1998, with a vision of bringing a 
comprehensive range of financial services 
and products to supermarket customers, it 
launched a dedicated service counter called 
“Money Market”.

Pick n Pay also offers a similar range 
of services. Customers can buy a 
comprehensive range of phone cards such 
as MTN, Vodacom, Cell C and Telkom, 
postage stamps, game scratch cards, travel
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More than just checking out
Services at checkouts, service counters and kiosks have become a big generator 
of revenue for supermarkets, and are a major source of foot traffic. Cash 
withdrawals, account and traffic-fine payments, flight- and bus-ticket bookings, 
money transfers and pension payouts are offered by supermarkets to draw  
more customers into the store. 
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The services also expand and new 

innovations are constantly entering the 

market.

Five benefits of using retail 
kiosk applications 
For any retail company looking to expand, 

or for a small enterprise that is just getting 

started, retail kiosks offer convenience 

and benefits that help in the growth of a 

successful retail business.

The use of kiosks in a retail setting is 

gaining popularity in the global market as 

competing companies are adapting the 

strategy of using kiosks to increase revenue. 

Retail kiosks provide many benefits to 

enhance a company’s retail revenue.

They allow you to reach out to more 

customers, and also increase revenue and 

tickets and tickets to events. Additionally, 

more than 200 different third-party 

accounts can be paid, including accounts 

of 80 different municipalities nation-wide. 

Pick n Pay also offers a courier service to 

any destination in South Africa.

Spar provides payment options for traffic 

fines, prepaid airtime, data bundles and 

electricity – as well as a Payzone to make 

payments while grocery shopping.

It also sells UniPIN vouchers for pre-paid 

electricity, which can be bought even if 

systems are off line, and are activated using 

your cell phone.

Customers can also load their social 

grants onto a card and draw cash, pay for 

groceries and find out how much money 

they have left to spend. These transactions 

are all free of charge.

sales opportunities as well. Placing kiosks in 

strategic places can attract more customers 

and build greater brand identity. The 

benefits include:

1. Improve the customer 
buying experience
Kiosks provide customers with detailed 

information about the products and 

services offered by the store. Kiosks are 

easily accessed by customers for inquiries 

such as product pricing, availability and 

feature comparison, promoting loyalty 

among consumers.

2. Increase customer base
By placing kiosks at strategic locations, a 

retailer can reach more customers without 

a costly investment in additional brick-

and- mortar space. Revenue opportunities 

increase by expanding the customer base, 

with the potential to sell more products.

3. Reduce the cost of business
A company using a retail kiosk strategy is 

able to offer more services at a lower cost. 

Because information kiosks can provide  

the consumer with answers to many of 

their buying questions,it allows a store 

to focus their labour costs on sales 

professionals that can help to increase  

the total sales volume for the retailer.  

In addition, by streamlining the total 

number of employees needed to service 

their customers, a retailer can also cut back  

on costly managerial resources as 

fewer total employees require less total 

management.



Do you have a loyalty 
programme in your store?
By Hippo Zourides

The results of the 2017 Truth Loyalty Whitepaper produced by 

BrandMapp, a comprehensive annual report of the loyalty habits  

of over 28 000 adults (gross monthly household income of  

R10 000 or more) show an increase in the use of loyalty cards  

by South African shoppers.

Up to 79% of persons interviewed use a loyalty card and Clicks appears to be the favourite 

with an average of 67%, followed by Pick n Pay (66%) and Dischem (44%). Overall loyalty 

usage has increased by 8% as compared to 2016. 

Clicks has reported that 76% of its customers buy in-store by using the Clicks Clubcard 

(a total 4,7 million cardholders.) The Clicks success has been aided by the switch from paper 

vouchers to electronic points on the card which are redeemed at the pay point.

Other interesting points that emerged from this research include (percentage of sample):

See infographics overleaf for more details

There is no debate that a loyalty card is a necessary tool in the armoury of the modern 

retailer. The question is affordability.

4. Gain efficiency through 
diverse applications
Interactive kiosks are expandable and offer 

the ability to streamline many aspects 

of the retail business that require human 

interaction. 

These applications include accepting job 

applications, processing credit applications, 

managing gift registries and selling gift 

cards. By providing these services through 

an on-demand electronic interface, the 

consumer is able to do multiple tasks in  

a single multi-function kiosk. This efficient 

user experience gives high customer 

satisfaction.

5. Boosts job satisfaction
Because retail kiosks can handle many of 

the customer inquiries that are not directly 

related to sales, the retailer’s employees 

will be able to focus more of their efforts 

on increasing sales, which will generate 

more revenue for both the store and the 

sales associate. This increase in revenue 

will boost employee morale as employees 

will typically see an improvement in the 

company bottom line reflected in their own 

increase in compensation.
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Usage by men 74% + 5% on previous year

Usage by women 84% +11%

Usage of points to save 90%
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Offering a complete service from the computer generated design of our 
products, to the manufacture of the individual components, powder 
coated assembly and delivery of a sensational finished product. 
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